
Civil Disobedience: Aid or Hindrance to Justice? 1972

William Sloane Coffin Jr. (Civil rights and antiwar campaigner, Presbyterian minister, chaplain at Yale)

"l think the onlv ouestions a man can ask are 'How great is the evil which I oppose? Have I exhausted all leeal

remedies? Or is the evil so sreat that I have no time for these? What will the consequences of my action on other

people, now or later?' These are the kinds of very difficult questions which I think you have to ask yourself.

And I think, finally, there is no easv answer. But vou have to make a decision. Otherwise, vou surrender vour

conscience to the state - and that is verv bad democracv, as well as very bad religion." [p. 48]

The Morality of Civil Disobedience 1971
Robert T. Ha ll (Looked everywhere for quals and found nothing)

"Utllltorionlsm.

civil disobedience. While it is true that the founders of Utilitarianism, Jeremv Bentham and James Mill, followed

the teachines of Locke and Hume in considering onlv revolution morallv iustifiable, there is no reason whv the

notion of selective or limited disobedience would be incompatible with the utilitarian doctrine. lf one holds the

principle of benevolence. it mav well be possible for him to conclude that the conseouences of disobedience to a

particular law. iudsed in terms of the interests of the individual members of a societv, would outweigh the

consequences of obedience. An important consequence to be considered, of course. is the effect of an illegal act

on the attitudes of other members of societv toward the law - that is, on the 'rule of law.'The balance of benefits

to the interests of individuals, however. mav still fall on the side of disobedience. Bertrand Russell's attempt to
justify the actions of the Committee of 100 was largely an appeal to this doctrine, as were the arguments of
Mohandas K. Gandhi in defense of the actions undertaken in the Satyagraha movement in lndia. lt is true that

Gandhi's writings, which deal primarily with the methods of nonviolence and passive resistance, do not Benerally

offer this moral rationale explicitly. He spent relatively little time explaining this aspect of his actions because an

elaborate defense of his position was unnecessary; justification of the Satyagraha movement, if not of specific

acts within it, was so obvious in terms of the balance of consequences that Gandhi and his followers hardly

needed to argue their position on this level. lt was their religious conviction and politicaltechnique which

required explanation. At any rate,

disobedience - especiallv those in which sreat public benefit is the obiective." Ip. 59-60]



The Morality of Civil Disobedience 1971

Robert T. Ha ll (Looked everywhere for quals and found nothing)

"On the theoretical level we have reformulated the question of the morality of civil disobedience as a matter of

the balance between the moral considerations which lead a person to violate the law and those which count in

favor of his obedience. We have said that an act of civil disobedience mav be considered morallv iustified when

th ree conditions are satisfied:

(a)the moral reasons favoring disobedience must outweigh the moralconsiderations in favor of

obedience.

(b) the apent must acknowledge and maintain his general moral oblisation to obev the law and must view

rebellion and revolution ).

161 the aeent must acknowledge and maintain his general moraloblisation to respect the interests of

others and must view his disobedience as transcending this pdrno focle dutv (civil disobedience is thus

distinsu ished from crime).

The primo facie qua lification on these duties was then said to provide a lin k to some of the more practical aspects

of the problem. When a prima focie duty is overridden by other moral considerations, that d uty may still affect

the action in terms of requiring certain modifications which indicate the agent's continued acknowledgment of his

original and more basic obligation." Ip. 100-101]

Revolution and the Rule of Law 1971

Editor Edward Kent (Associate Professor of Philosophy, Brooklyn College City University of New York)

Author of this Essay - Martin Luther Kin8, Jr. (Civil Rights Leader & Nobel Prize Winner)

"you express a great deal of anxiety over our willingness to break laws. This is certainly a legitimate concern. Since

we so diligently urge people to obey the Supreme Court's decision of 1954 outlawing segregation in the public

schools, it is rather strange and paradoxical to find us consciously breaking laws. One mav well ask. 'How do vou

advocate breakinq some laws and obeving others?'The answer is found in the fact that there are two tvpes of

Revolution and the Rule of Law 1971

Editor Edward Kent (Associate Professor of Philosophy, Brooklyn colleSe city University of New York)

Author of this Essay - Martin Luther King, Jr. (Civil Rights Leader & Nobel Prize Winner)

"Let us turn to a more concrete example of just and unjust laws, An uniust law is a code that a maioritv inflicts on

all."' Ip.77)

tp. 181



Revolution and the Rule of Law 1971

Editor Edward Kent (Associate Professor of Phitosophy, Brooklyn College City University of New York)

Author of this Essay -- Martin Luther King, Jr. (Civil Rights Leader & Nobel Prize Winner)

,,Now what is the difference between the two? How does on determine what a law is iust or uniust? A iust law is a

with the moral law. To put it in the terms of Saint Thomas Aquinas, an unjust law is a human law that is not rooted

in eternal and natural law. Anv law that uplifts human personalitv is iust. Anv law that degrades human

personalitv. lt qives the seqregator a false sense of superioritv, and the seqregated a false sense of inferioritv.To

use the words of Martin Buber, the great Jewish philosopher, segregation substitutes an 'l-it' relationship for an 'l-

thou' relationship, and ends up relegating persons to the status of things. So segregation is not only politically,

economically and sociologically unsound, but it is morally wrong and sinful. PaulTillich has said that sin is

separation. lsn't Segregation an existential expression of man's tragic separation, an expression of his awful

estrangement, his terrible sinfulness? So lcan urge men to disobev segregation ordinances because thev are

morallv wronR." Ip. 17-18]

Revolution and the Rule of Law 1971

Editor Edward Kent (Associate Professor of Philosophy, Brooklyn College City University of New York)

John Rawls (Professor of Philosophy, Harvard University)

,,Civil disobedience is also civil in another sense. Not only is it the outcome of a sincere conviction based on

principles which regulate civic life, but it is public and non-violent, that is, it is done in a situation where arrest and

Civil disobedience expresses disobedience to law within the limits of fidelity to law, and this feature of it helps to

establish in the eyes of the ma.iority that it is indeed consclentious and sincere, that it really is meant to address

their sense ofjustice. Beinq completelv open about one's acts and being willing to accept the legal consequences

of one's conduct is a bond Riven to make qood one's sinceritv. for that one's deeds are conscientious is not easy

to demonstrate to another or even before oneself. No doubt it is possible to imagine a legalsystem in which

conscientious belief that the law is unjust is accepted as a defense for non-compliance, and men of great honesty

who are confident in one another might make such a system work. But as things are such a scheme would be

unstable; we must pay a price in order to establish that we believe our actions have a moral basis in the

convictions of the community." [p. 37]



Concerning Dissent and Civil Disobedience 1968

Abe Fortas (Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States)

"The dangers of serious national consequences from massive civil disobedience mav easilv be €xaPgerated. Our

nation is huge and relatively dispersed. lt is highlv unlikelv that protesters can staRe a nationwide disruption of

our life, comparable to the effects of a general strike such as France and other nations have witnessed. qglg

constitutiona l svstem." Ip. 59-60]

Concerning Dissent and Civil Disobedience 1968

Abe Fortas (Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States)

overwhelm the restraint of thousands. Law violation or intemperate behavior by one demonstrator may provoke

police action. lntemperate or hasty retaliation by a single policeman may provoke disorder, and civil disobedience

mav turn into riot. This is the daneerous potential of mass demonstrations. When we add to it the possibilitv that

the danger assumes formidable proportions." lp. 61]

Morris l. Leibman, July 1992 [Morris l. Leibman (1917-L9921, was a partner in the law firm Sidley and

Austin. He was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1981 by President Ronald Reagan, The

Freeman, "Civil Disobedience: A Threat to Our Society Under Law"].

"Let every American, everv lover of libertv, every well-wisher to his posterity swear bv the blood of the

Revolution never to violate in the least particular the laws of the countrv . Let everv man remember

to the lisping babe

that prattles on her lap; let it be taught in schools, in seminaries, and in colleges; let it be written in

primers, spelling books, and in almanacs; let it be preached from the pulpit, proclaimed in lesislative

halls and enforced in courts of iustice. And in short, tet it become the political religion of the nation; and

let the old and the young, the rich and the poor, the Srave and the 8ay of all sexes and tongues and

colors and conditions, sacrifice unceasingly upon its altars."

please."



Civil Disobedience: Aid or Hindrance to Justice? 1972
Morris l. Leibman (From 1964 - 1979 civilian aide at large to the Secretary of the Army, also an attorney)

"ln democratic societies anv violation of the law is an uncivil act. This is true notwithstanding the motives of the

violators. The violation is an assault on civil and social cohesion, the very basis of the peaceful interaction of men

as'political animals.'Such an act is alwavs disruptive and to describe it as 'civil' is a contradiction in terms. Our

societv is a societv created within the rule of law. As Father John Courtney Murray has said of civil society:

It is in direct contrast with the passionate fanaticism of the Jacobin: 'Be my brother or l'll kill you !'

ldeally, I su ppose, there should be only one passion in the city - the passion for.iustice. But the

will to justice, thouBh it engages the heart, finds its measure as it finds its origin in intelligence, in

a clear understanding of what is due to the equal citizen from the City and to the City from the

citizenry according to the mode of their equality, This commonly shared will to justice is the

ground of civil amity as it is also the ground of that unity which is called peace. Thus !dIy,
qualified by amity, is the hiphest sood of the civil multitude and the perfection of its civilitv.

Thus, individual or grouo violation of the law is the verv antithesis of civil conduct." [p. 12-13]

Civil Disobedience: Aid or Hindrance to Justice? 1972

Morris l. Leibman (From 1964 - 1979 civilian aide at large to the Secretary of the Army, also an attorney)

"Another maior vice in the theorv of civil disobedience is the terrible threat of zealotrV and self-righteousness.

This theorv is inhumane, selfish, bigoted and arrosant. lt claims that most members of the citizenrv should be

dominated and subdued because thev are irredeemablv benishted and incapable of comprehending the truth.

Thev must. therefore, be redeemed bv a self-anointed elite." [p. 23]

Concerning Dissent and Civil Disobedience 1958

Abe Fortas (Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States)

"We are a government and a people under law. lt is not merelv oovernment that must live under law. Each of us

must live under law. Just as our form of life depends upon the government's subordination to law under the

Constitution, so it also depends uoon the individual's subservience to the laws dulv prescribed. Both of these are

esse nt ia l.

Just as we expect the eovernment to be bound bv all laws, so each individual is bound bv all laws under the

Constitution. He cannot pick and choose. He cannot substitute his own iudgment or passion, however noble, for

the rules of law. Thoreau was an inspiring figure and a Breat writer; but his essay should not be read as a

handbook on political science. A citizen cannot demand of his sovernment or of other people obedience to the

law. and at the same time claim a right in himself to break it bv lawless conduct, free of punishment or penaltv."

lp. sa-ssl



Civil disobedience is an ad hoc device at best, and ad hoc measures in a law societv are dangerous Civil

disobedience under these circumstances is at best deolorable and at worst destructive.

Morris l. Leibman, July 1992 [Morris l. Leibman (1911-1992), was a partner in the law firm Sidley and

Austin. He was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1981 by President Ronald Reagan, The

Freeman, "Civil Disobedience: A Threat to Our Society Under Law"].

their minds and not their biceps. But, while the emphasis must be on the three R's of reason,

responsibility, and respect, we cannot accept selfrighteousness, complacency, and

noninvolvement. we reject hypocritical tokenism. we have an affirmative and daily duty to

eliminate discrimination and provide opportunity-full opportunity and meaningful equal justice

for all our people.

Morris l. Leibman, July 1992 [Morris l. Leibman (1911-1992), was a partner in the law firm Sidley and

Austin. He was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1981 by President Ronald Reagan, The

Freeman, "Civil Disobedience: A Threat to Our Society Under Law"l.

ln an era of social, political, and scientific revolutions -and at a time of acceleratinP and comDlex change-

we of the law must particularlv renew our understandine and improve our articulation of the basic issue

of freedom under law and the continuing need to strive for equalitv and meaningful libertv and iustice

for all.

Freedom is not some easv gift of nature. The plant of libertv has not grown in profusion in the

wilderness of human historv. Libertv under law is a fragile flower. lt must be nurtured anew bV

each eeneration of responsible citizenrv. Let but a vear of neglect be sanctioned, even


